WEBINAR SERIES CORNERSTONE SPONSOR - $3000 -
THREE SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE
- Company logo on one of the following: Hand Sanitizer, Ear Buds, Coasters (AWMI will produce items. Mailed to first 100 Webinar Registrants)
- Write up in Metal Mail
- 3 Metal Mail e-newsletter ads
- Acknowledgement on weekly BIB from Armada Corporate Intelligence
- Welcome Slide with Company Name/Logo/Company Message
- Acknowledgement in Promotional Materials
- Acknowledgement on Webinar Registration Page
- Promotion on AWMI Social Media Channels
- Acknowledgement on Second Sponsor Slide as Cornerstone Sponsor with listing of other sponsors (if applicable)

FACE MASK SPONSOR - $2000 -
ONE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
- Company logo on cotton face masks sent to registrants (AWMI will produce masks & distribute. Mailed to first 100 Webinar Registrants)
- Acknowledgement in Promotional Materials
- Acknowledgement on Webinar Registration Page
- Acknowledgement on Second Sponsor Slide

WEBINAR SPONSOR - $1000 -
MULTIPLE SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE
- Acknowledgement in Promotional Materials
- Acknowledgement on Webinar Registration Page
- Promotion on AWMI Social Media Channels
- Acknowledgement on Second Sponsor Slide as Cornerstone Sponsor with listing of other sponsors (if applicable)